My War Memories, 1914-1918
ment in trade which was necessarily hampered by the restrictions on personal intercourse which, for military reasons, we were compelled to impose on the country.
The rich forests particularly invited exploitation, but indiscriminate felling was prohibited. The consumption of wood for field works and railway sleepers was enormous. Saw-mills arose one after the other, and as we gradually provided for all the needs of our Army, we were also able to deliver wood to the West and Serbia. Suitable timber was sent to Germany and also given to the inhabitants for the rebuilding of their homes.
At Alt-Autz, in Courland, the Chief of the Aviation Services erected a workshop for sheds and barracks.
Sleepers were made in considerable numbers.
It was extremely difficult to have the stocks of wood necessary for heating purposes always in readiness, especially in the winter of 1915-16, as we lacked all idea of the quantities required.
Cellulose wood, for the manufacture of powder and paper, was sent to Germany in considerable quantities. We soon allowed unrestricted trade in this particular kind of wood in the occupied territories, as we and Germany profited by it. I was glad to be able to help the supply of paper to the German newspapers.
Raft transport on the Niemen and other navigable rivers was undertaken and magnificently organized by Forstmt Schiitte.
We turned our attention to the production of resin, and acting under the advice of Oberforster Kienitz, introduced this industry into those districts. It is a tedious but nevertheless profitable process. It was intended to demonstrate it in Germany at a later date. A factory for preparing the resin was established at Kovno.
We manufactured chemical wood-products in special factories.
Finally we went in for charcoal-burning.
Forstmt Kirchner and many other officials have left a monument of their energy and foresight. The work done by Forstrat Majoi Escherich, both as an organizer of agriculture and administrative official in his district of the Bialoviesa forest, has been the admiration of many German visitors.
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